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Kyrgios
The Smash Hits: Nick VS The World
By Sam Harvey and Illust. by Harv (Paul Harvey)
Key Sales Points:

* The ultimate tribute to and celebration of Australian
tennis player Nick Kyrgios for tennis and sports fans.
* Includes cartoons from caricaturist and illustrator Paul
Harvey.
* Includes a “movie script” overview of Nick’s life, all his
player stats, the public’s views, and misconception, all his
“bad boy” moments throughout his career, his greatest
achievements, and an interview with Tony Jones from
Channel 9 about his time spent with Nick at Wimbledon.
Publicity: * Coverage in national newspapers, publications
and radio including ABC National, 3AW, SEN, Fox Sports,
ESPN Australia, Inside Sport and more.

It’s the life and times of tennis bad boy Nick
Kyrgios! Known as Australia’s tennis “bad boy”, Nick
Kyrgios is a staple name in the world of tennis.
Author Bio:

Sam Harvey is a popular sports blogger (Bell At A Goat),
podcaster and writer with a keen sports journalistic eye.
He has written columns for On Ya Warnie author Ken
Piesse’s Pavillion magazine and Kyrgios is his first book
collaboration.
Illustrator: Paul Harvey is one of Australia’s most
talented, diverse, and accomplished artists. Based in
Melbourne, Australia ‘Harv’ as he is widely known is
widely celebrated for his work. Harv has had a long
working relationship with sporting bodies. He has
designed merchandise and on-field jumpers, on
field mascots and club logos, caricatured major sponsors
and retiring players, administrators, and sporting CEOs.
He illustrates an illuminated certificate for the AFL
Brownlow medalist each year, the AFL Hall of Fame and
has illustrated the Life Membership certificates for
Melbourne and Collingwood.

With his unconventional playing style, constant battles
with authority and a knack for showing off his boorish
behaviour and uncontrollable temper mid-game, Nick is
the poster boy that continues to make headlines in sport
whether he’s winning, losing or anything in-between.
Kyrgios celebrates Australia’s ultimate tennis headliner
featuring yarns, quotes, interviews, and stats on the smalltown boy discovering his natural talents at a sport he
initially didn’t like.

AUD RRP: $29.99
Due Date: 07/11/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922810274
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 234 X 153
Pages: 160
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A Conscious Home

By Sullivan Rebecca

In our ever-changing world, climate resilience is more
important than ever.
Small actions in our own homes, make a massive
difference and can be quick, simple, and inexpensive.
Join author and sustainable living advocate Rebecca
Sullivan on a room-to-room journey to create a natural,
healthy lifestyle for your whole family using easy recipes
and projects with stunning photographs, tips and tricks for
all eco minded Aussies, just starting out or already in
action.

AUD RRP: $49.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922388865
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 265 X 202
Pages: 304
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Family Favourites Recipes
Sharing Our Table

By Murray Olds, Murray Wilton with Miss Jane

Key Sales Points:

* A unique collection of family favourites recipes from The
Two Murrays radio show with contributions from the
hosts, Murray Olds and Murray Wilton, and listeners who
have shared their recipes, photos, stories, and memories.
Compiled by their Producer Miss Jane. * From rissoles to
lamb roasts, curries, salads, and soups, through to
delicious desserts including pavlova, slices, and tarts — this
is a book to help you rediscover old family favourites and
new culinary quests. * Recipes are simple, easy to follow
and sure to delight. * Includes 8 full colour photo pages of
recipes and the show’s listeners.
Publicity: * Regular promotion on The Two Murrays radio
show (2GB and 4BC) every Saturday and Sunday over
summer (audience estimate 196,000 in Sydney, 45,000 in
Brisbane, 392,000 in Canberra, 80,000 in Lithgow, 161,500
in Rockhampton).
* In association with Nine Radio (2GB, 3AW) and News Ltd
including interviews, advertising, giveaways from
September–October 2022–2023. Plus, ABC radio and TV
and regional television and newspapers (print and online).
Author Bio:

Murray Olds and Murray Wilton have been on air
together since the Sydney Olympic Games, broadcasting
a very different style of radio talk show. They met at
Radio 2UE in Sydney in the early 1990s. Murray Olds was
the news director, while Murray Wilton was the manager
of marketing and promotion. They were thrown together
on air in late 2000, for no reason other than they shared
the same first name, and they’ve been together on and
off ever since. Miss Jane (Jane Lange) has no
qualifications or talents, other than exasperating most
people she works with. Somehow, Jane found a job in
radio, and worked on 2UE’s top-rated George and Paul
Show. She made the move to 2GB with George and Paul
in 2016 and stayed with the show until it ended in 2019.
Jane is now the Accidental Producer of the Two Murrays
Show which airs on weekend afternoons in summer on
Radio 2GB.

From our table to yours — Family Favourites Recipes is a
unique collection of delicious, tried, and tested recipes
from the listeners of The Two Murrays radio show,
celebrating an Australia of yesteryear that you can enjoy
with loved ones today. What started as a discussion on the
show quickly grew into this cookbook with the help of
scores of listeners who shared their own recipes, photos,
and stories, many dating back decades. Wonderful
memories are created while cooking and enjoying food
around the family dinner table. Re-discover old favourites
and try your hand at exciting new meals with the sweet
and savoury inspirations of entrees, mains, and desserts in
this book. The Two Murrays hope this collection can
celebrate an Australia of yesteryear and paint a unique
picture of part of Australia’s culinary heritage.
AUD RRP: $29.99
Due Date: 02/11/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922810250
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 234 X 153
Pages: 192
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Baby Names Australia 2023
Thousands of names and in-depth advice
By Turner Eleanor
Key Sales Points:

* Now in its 11th edition, specifically adapted for the
Australian market.
* Includes over 8000 names.
* Indispensable advice on choosing the right name.
* Previous Edition ISBN: 9781925868845
Are you having trouble choosing a name for your baby? Do
your parents want to follow a family tradition? Does your
partner really like a name you absolutely hate? Or do you
just need some inspiration? Choosing a name for your
newborn can be a challenge. Family, in-laws, friends, and
countless others all want to be involved in giving your new
baby a perfect name. Naming your baby is one of the first
things you give your newborn, so its right to think long and
hard about the name that you and your partner will give
your little one.
If you’re struggling for inspiration Baby Names 2023
provides you with over 8000 names, separated into boys’
and girls’ names and all listed with their meanings. So,
whether your baby is a Joel or Jamel, Helena or Heidi,
you’ll be able to find the perfect name in Baby Names
2023.
As well as thousands of names to choose from Baby Names
2023 includes the year’s most popular names, celebrity
choices and trends from 2022, plus great tips and advice
on choosing a name.
Author Bio:

Eleanor Turner is an experienced author who regularly
writes for the parenting market. She is commonly
interviewed in the press as a baby names expert. Catherine
Proctor is a freelance author, digital storyteller and editor
who has also written and co-authored several other books
for Woodslane Press, including the Australian Geographic
Camping & Outdoor Family Activity Guide
AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922800121
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 234 X 153
Pages: 336
5
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Your Best Immunity Diet

Recipes from the Longest Living, Healthiest People on
Earth
By Tickell John
Key Sales Points:

* Dr John Tickell’s ‘recipe for life’—his ACE skills—have
changed many lives for the better and in this book he deep
dives into everyday eating and ways to purchase and
prepare food for yourself and your family. It is simple, tasty
and wellness promoting with low-risk Immunity Eating
ways for body, mind, and spirit. * A simple guide that
covers what immunity is and why our immune system is so
important; the increased risk compromised immunity can
have on your health, including cancer and COVID-19; sleep
and immunity, simple exercises for big impact; and eating
your way to immune resistance. * Includes Dr John Tickell’s
ground-breaking new Immune System Rating (ISR) to help
you determine what your immune score is and how safe
you and your family really are.
Publicity:
* Interviews, extracts and reviews in national media
including newspapers, podcasts, and radio (4BC, 2GB,
3AW, ABC National); online advertising and social media
campaign.
Author Bio:

Dr John Tickell is a Medical Doctor, an international
researcher, presenter, and author who has spent several
decades travelling and studying the health, wellbeing
and longevity patterns of people around the world, in
more than 100 countries. As a 10-year brain cancer
survivor, Dr John underlines these ACE skill principles for
life, and shares them with those seeking long term
immunity and wellness.

AUD RRP: $29.99
Due Date: 08/11/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781922810083
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 234 X 153
Pages: 160

Do you want increased life expectancy or increased health
expectancy? How about both? Did you know that by the
age of 65, 87% of Australians already have at least one
chronic disease? Or that 70% of the antibiotics produced in
the Western world are fed to animals—which we eat! In
today’s fast paced society, do we notice or care what we
are putting into our bodies? Dr John Tickell has spent
decades travelling and studying the longest living,
healthiest people on Earth including the Okinawans of
Southern Japan. He’s also survived brain cancer for more
than 10 years and has applied his own powerful ACE
formula of Activity, Coping and Exercise, drawing on his
medical experience and extensive research, to help you
increase your immune resistance and boost your overall
health. Your Best Immunity Diet includes trusted
information for you and your family plus a collection of
tested and tasty recipes and ideas to improve energy
levels, reduce stress and aid in reducing the risk of chronic
diseases including cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s, and
diabetes.

www.woodslane.com.au
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How to Grow a Multi-Million Dollar Property
Portfolio-In Your Spare Time 16/e
By Yardney Michael
Key Sales Points:

Author Bio:

Michael Yardney is a best-selling author, but he’s no
theorist. He bought his first property over 40 years ago,
when he was in his early 20s, without a deposit and not
understanding the rules of the game. He then went on
to build a multi-million-dollar property portfolio in his
spare time. He is a regular commentator on television
and commercial radio, and has a regular column in
Yahoo Finance, Your Investment Property Magazine, and
Smart Company. Michael’s Property Update blog has
been voted the world’s #1 real estate website for 2017,
2018 and 2019, and his podcast regularly ranks in
Australia’s top business podcasts.

AUD RRP: $34.99
Due Date: 24/08/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9781922810243
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 235 X 172
Pages: 368

* New 16th anniversary edition — fully updated for COVID19 and current economic and finance conditions so readers
can profit from the new property cycle. Bestselling author
and leading Australian investment expert Michael Yardney
shares his strategies to protect and build real estate wealth
in a changing market.
* A time proven step by step action plan showing how to
achieve real wealth through property investment even in
challenging times. Written by Australia’s most trusted
property commentator — an author with a credible and
recognised track record. * Learn how to live the life of a
property multi-millionaire using Michael’s pyramiding
system to buy more properties with no money out of your
own pocket. * Suitable for beginners yet has advanced
strategies for experienced investors.
* Previous Edition ISBN: 9781925927252
Publicity: * Corresponding webinars, promotion on the
author’s website (www.PropertyUpdate.com.au) and
through his daily newsletter (2.7 million unique readers in
2021) and on his social media (50K+ Twitter followers).
* Features and interviews in Money Magazine,
news.com.au, personal finance websites, blogs and social
media.
Since its first publication in March 2006 How to Grow A
Multi-Million Dollar Property Portfolio — in your spare time
has become an Australian investment classic and #1 best
seller. But times have changed, and strategic property
investors will adapt. This 16th anniversary edition has been
fully updated considering COVID-19 and the current
economic and finance climate and is a must read for all
Australians keen to develop financial independence
through property investment.
Bestselling author and leading Australian investment
expert Michael Yardney offers his time-proven step by step
action plan showing you how to achieve real wealth
through property investment. Use this book to learn how
to live the life of a property multi-millionaire using
Michael’s system to buy more properties with no money
out of your own pocket.

www.woodslane.com.au
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Wildlife in the Balance

Why Animals are Humanity's Best Hope
By Mustoe Simon
Key Sales Points:

* Wildlife in the Balance is an easy-to-read, popular science
book, tells the untold story of and why wildlife
conservation is our greatest chance to rebuild a habitable
Earth.
Publicity: * Wildlife in the Balance will be promoted to over
1M consumers via direct email and Influencers.
* Wildlife in the Balance will be promoted via several peak
conservation organisations. * Wildlife in the Balance will be
doing national PR with Quikmark Media, targeting news,
blogs, radio, and TV. * Throughout the above period, paid
advertising will be done on social media.

Why do you think animals exist? What purpose do they
serve and why do we need them? Wildlife in the Balance is
the untold story of how animals are essential for a
habitable planet.
With the release of the recent State of the Environment
report in Australia raising public awareness this book is a
must read for anyone who is concerned with these issues.
It’s important to note this is an Australian book so, whilst
global in nature, is very pertinent to our own situation.
Author Bio:

Simon Mustoe has worked all over the world as an
ecologist, expeditioner, and conservationist. He’s
tumbled in boats amid frigid north Atlantic storms,
trekked solo into Madagascar’s remote dry forests,
discovered unknown species of seabird in Australia’s
tropical ocean territories and recorded previously
unseen whales in West Papua. Telling the story about
our relationship with and dependence on wildlife is
Simon’s passion. He co-produced Australia’s National
Landscapes Nature Series, sends his online magazine
Wildiaries to a quarter of a million Australians, and
illustrates his own blog, Animal Impact.
AUD RRP: $34.99
Due Date: October 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9780645453508
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 345

I have spent every day as an adult in the company of
animals, from shy echidnas to raucous parrots: they are our
culture if only you look. We can’t exist without wildlife and
the time has come to make sure, WITHOUT FAIL, we don’t
lose them. This book shows how it can be done. - Robyn
Williams AO, ABC Science Show
This delightfully evocative yet sobering book is the
strongest of clarion calls as to why, with the utmost
urgency, we must nourish nature and change our
destructive ways. For our very lives, and that of our
sustaining planet, depends on we humans nourishing
diversity. This book is a rich primer and wondrous feast of
information and conceptual clarity that will help people fall
in love with nature. - Dr. Charles Massy best-selling author,
Call of the Reed-Warbler’
Wildlife in the Balance is perhaps the most important book
of our time. - Ian Redmond OBE

www.woodslane.com.au
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The Wave

The People Against the Establishment
By Ravlic Tom
Key Sales Points:

* A timely and thoughtful read for anyone interested in a
broader look at Australian politics today and the 2022
federal election. It will help readers understand the
concerns of the Australian public prior to the election and
why the election turned the way it did and offers insight to
what’s to come in our country. * Edited by investigative
journalist Tom Ravlic, this anthology brings together the
experienced voices of Peter van Onselen (Contributing
Editor at The Australian since 2009 and the Political Editor
at Network 10), Stela Todorovic (Political journalist at
Network 10) and Barry Jones (Author, What Is To Be Done?
Scribe, 2020), with more names to be announced.
Publicity: * National coverage in newspapers including The
Australian and Australian Financial Review, Crikey, Banking
Day, The Mandarin, ABC National radio, 3AW, 2GB, and
more. * Promotion through the contributors’ platforms
and social media platforms (including Peter van Onselen
186,000 Twitter followers).
The Australian Labor Party returned to power following the
2022 federal election with Anthony Albanese as its leader.
How did the Labor machine manage to get back in after
Author Bio:
Tom Ravlic FIPA has looked at complex issues in business, almost a decade of conservative government in Canberra?
finance, and politics for a range of publications for almost There was no one thing that brought Scott Morrison, then
leader of the Liberal Party and the Coalition, down but a
three decades. He has written extensively on corporate
range of factors that sent him and his party to the
governance, financial crime, scams and rorts as well as
opposition benches. Mishandling vaccine orders and the
national security matters. Previous books authored by
coronavirus pandemic, a lack of action on equality, a
Tom include Vulture City, a look at the banking royal
failure to deal with an integrity commission, a tug-of war
commission presided over by Kenneth Hayne, Rorts and
Rip-Offs, a consumer-friendly guide for people wishing to over climate change and more spurred on a range of minor
parties and independents to press harder. The Australian
dodge the perils of investment, online and other scams,
parliament now has a greater representation of Australian
and Crown: Playing in the Shadows.
Greens and independents in the form of professional
women who had a gutful of their aspirations being
AUD RRP: $29.99
ISBN-13: 9781922810267
ignored.
Due Date: 08/11/2022
Discount: Trade Australian
The Wave: The People Versus The Establishment is a
Format: Paperback
Size: 234 X 153
collection of essays and contributions with each piece a
Illustration: Not Illustrated
Pages: 208
mosaic that explains why Australians decided to vote in a
manner that not only resulted in regime change but
warned establishment political parties that each and every
vote cannot be taken for granted ever again.
www.woodslane.com.au
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Rushie: Garry Rush, A Motor Racing Life
An Illustrated Autobiography

By Garry Rush with Tony Loxley
Key Sales Points:

* Forewords are by F1 star Mark Webber and Tasmanian
speedway sedan great, Chas Kelly.
* Perfect book for all car lovers.

Rushie - Garry Rush A Motor Racing Life is a stunning 300page hard-bound book that showcases Garry’s racing life
and moments that have led him to becoming an immortal
of Australian Motor Sport; and Rushie sits comfortably
today right alongside Peter Brock, Alan Moffatt, Kevin
Bartlett, Jack Brabham, Alan Jones, Dick Johnson, and Mark
Webber et al.
Rushie also tells the story of a tough life as a child, meeting
his wife Kaye, the world of business, and being a father. Of
course, his motor racing exploits are well covered in
stunning images sourced from Full Throttle Publishings
enormous motor racing archive.
There are also memories from those who have been a part
of his racing and personal life to compliment the great
man’s own words.
Rushie - Garry Rush A Motor Racing Life is a book that
every fan of motor sport will want in their collection and
on their coffee table.
Forewords are by F1 star Mark Webber and Tasmanian
speedway sedan great, Chas Kelly.
AUD RRP: $64.95
Due Date: 01/10/2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9780648887454
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 310 X 230
Pages: 300
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FULL THROTTLE PUBLISHING BACKLIST TITLES – ALL IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE NOW

League on Sunday - Work On Monday

Very Tough Men

Memories of Rugby League's Last Golden Era, 1965-1995

Rugby League in the '80s

By Tony Loxley, Ian Collis, and Alan Whiticker

By Tony Loxley and Alan Whiticker

Following on from the success for the epic 400-page hardA first-person trip down memory lane covers the great
bound
League on Sunday - Work on Monday - Memories
players and the great days of rugby League from the years
of Rugby Leagues Last Golden Era, 1965-1995, Full
1965 to 1995.
Throttle Publishing are launching their newest rugby
league title, Very Tough Men - Rugby League in the 80s.
Included are over 600 action-packed images and many
items of memorabilia that illustrate just how tough it was Illustrated with over 1000 stunning, and at times hardhitting colour and black and white images, and many
to play the greatest game of all on the weekends, and
then - despite being bruised and battered - it was back to items of memorabilia, this superb publication also
features many first person memories from those who not
work on Monday.
only played the game, but officiated and covered the
sport throughout the decade of the 1980s. Players such as
Respected authors Alan Whiticker and Ian Collis have
Mark Graham (North Sydney/New Zealand), Allan Fallah
joined Full Throttle Publishings Tony Loxley to present a
lavishly designed book that is full of wonderful memories (Western Suburbs), Bruce "Bruiser" Clark and Brett Clark
(Western Suburbs), Marty Gurr (Manly/Eastern Suburbs),
from the great days of the sport.
Les Davidson (South Sydney and Australia) and many
more have contributed their memories alongside leading
A perfect gift for any Rugby League fan, or fans of great
journos Peter Peters, Dean Ritchie and Tony Adams.
action photography and story telling
Leading 1980s referee Greg McCallum has also
contributed so has former Easts player and Eastern
Suburbs and Parramatta CEO, Bernie Gurr. Coaches such
AUD RRP: $39.95
ISBN-13: 9780648887409
Due Date: Available Now
Discount: Trade Australian
as Steve Ghosn and Arthur Katinas have also contributed.
Format: Hardback
Size: 310 X 245
With a Foreword by Peter Vlandys AM (Chairman of the
Illustration: Colour Throughout
Pages: 392
NRL) and Les Davidson, this epic work is a volume that is
the perfect follow-up for League on Sunday, Work on
Monday, and a book not to be missed. With a special
tribute to the late great Tommy Raudonikis.

PRICE NOW REDUCED FOR BOTH TITLES

AUD RRP: $39.95
Due Date: Available Now
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

ISBN-13: 9780648887416
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 310 X 245
Pages: 308

RRP $39.95

www.woodslane.com.au
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Taylor Swift
McHugh Carolyn
Taylor Swift is an American singer-songwriter. Her discography spans
multiple genres, and her narrative song writing, which is often inspired
by her personal life, has received widespread media coverage and
critical praise. This is her story.

Still Too Sexy
Fairbrass Fred
Richard and Fred Fairbrass, better known as Right Said Fred, scored a
Number 1 hit in 70 countries with 1991's 'I'm Too Sexy', selling 30
million albums, being showered with industry awards, and earning
plaudits from admirers such as Madonna and Prince. Before that
breakthrough, though, the brothers spent 15 years trying to make it.
Fred played guitar with Bob Dylan and Richard played bass for David
Bowie, with the brothers also sharing stages with Joy Division and
Suicide. Once fame hit, the good times rolled--but as the years passed,
the brothers found themselves drawn into a destructive spiral of sex
and substances, resolving their situation before it was too late. This is
that story.

Defying Gravity

SONA BOOKS
AUD RRP: $48.99
ISBN13: 9781915343024
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Hardback
Pages: 112
Size: 210 X 270
Illustrations: COLOUR
SECTION(S)

OMNIBUS PRESS
AUD RRP: $40.99
ISBN13: 9781913172503
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 240
Size: 234 X 156
Illustrations: B&W
THROUGHOUT

OMNIBUS PRESS
AUD RRP: $25.99
ISBN13: 9781913172862
The image of Jordan with her white shards of beehive and Mondrian
Due Date: November 2022
make-up is one of the most iconic in pop culture. From the counter of
Discount: TRADE
Malcolm McLaren and Vivienne Westwood's taboo-busting shop on 240 INTERNATIONAL
King's Road, she helped shape a revolution. But who was the woman
Format: Paperback
behind it all? How did a ballet-mad girl from Sussex make her way, via
Pages: 464
the clandestine gay clubs of Brighton and London, to the eye of punk's Size: 198 X 129
storm? What happened after she shared so many hair-raising
Illustrations: B&W
adventures with the Sex Pistols, Adam and his Ants, Derek Jarman and THROUGHOUT
Andy Warhol - and then just disappeared? With commentary from key
players and close friends including Vivienne Westwood, Paul Cook,
Marco Pirroni, Holly Johnson, and her partner behind the SEX counter,
Michael Collins - plus a wealth of never-before-seen images - Jordan
reveals her outrageous life story. Buckle up for a masterclass in true punk
spirit.
Mooney Jordan

www.woodslane.com.au
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Music Theory for Self-Taught Musicians

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
Metz Will
AUD RRP: $64.99
ISBN13: 9781493061365
Will Metz's main ambition in his first book, Music Theory for
Due Date: November 2022
Self-Taught Musicians: Level 1: The Basics, was to define and introduce Discount: TRADE
all the main concepts used in music theory (intervals, chords, scales,
INTERNATIONAL
modes, etc.). He refers to these notions as "tools" because they are
Format: Paperback
what musicians use to create music. Having a clear understanding of
Pages: 272
these notions is crucial, but it is only the first step . . . One must then
Size: 254 X 178
understand how to use these tools and how they are combined and
Illustrations: B&W
how they interact. More concretely, this book, Music Theory for SelfTHROUGHOUT
Taught Musicians: Level 2: Harmony, Composition, and Improvisation
goes in depth into the notions of harmony, composition, and
improvisation. It answers one of the most common and troubling
questions of any musician, that is: What to play in any given musical
context? This is what music theory is all about at the end of the daylearning a bunch of relatively complex notions would make no sense if
they didn't help to compose and create music.

Under Their Thumb

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
German Bill
AUD RRP: $54.99
ISBN13: 9781493065080
Under Their Thumb: How a Nice Boy from Brooklyn Got Mixed Up with Due Date: November 2022
the Rolling Stones (and Lived to Tell About It) tells the story of Bill
Discount: TRADE
German's unlikely friendship with the Rolling Stones. He first met them INTERNATIONAL
on the streets of New York when he was a seventeen-year-old aspiring Format: Paperback
journalist. After handing them a copy of his amateur fanzine, they took Pages: 400
the author under their wing and hired him as their official historian.
Size: 229 X 152
They turned his little rag into their official newsletter and advertised it
in one of their albums. Soon after, he began traveling the world with
them and staying at their homes. German went from being a teenage
fan who wanted to know everything about his favourite band to
suddenly knowing too much! He was privy to their private jams and
recording sessions as well as to their parties, peccadilloes, and in-fights.

Will the Circle Be Unbroken

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
McEuen John
AUD RRP: $90.99
ISBN13: 9781493062331
In 1971 John McEuen was the force behind the gathering of legendary Due Date: November 2022
Nashville bluegrass musicians who joined with the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Discount: TRADE
Band, a Southern California country-rock-jug band to create Will the
INTERNATIONAL
Circle Be Unbroken, which Rolling Stone magazine declared to be "the Format: Hardback
most important album to come out of Nashville." This landmark album Pages: 256
celebrates its fiftieth year in March 2022, and McEuen tells the story
Size: 254 X 203
of the making of the album, discusses each of its thirty-eight songs,
Illustrations: COLOUR
and includes never-before-seen photos taken by the author and his
SECTION(S)
brother Bill McEuen, who produced the album. After the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band's cover of "Mr. Bojangles" became a surprise hit, McEuen
asked Earl Scruggs if he would join the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band on an
album.

www.woodslane.com.au
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The Indian Mate Volume 1

The Indian Mate Volume 2

By Sareen Divesh

By Sareen Divesh

Written by an entrepreneur who is developing a business
around the concepts in the book. The story starts with the
partition of India through historical and family stories,
covers the authors childhood in India, and his journey to
and settlement in Australia. The book provides a firsthand account of the difficulties of moving to Australia and
making a home in a radically different environment. The
author uses his experiences and stories as inspiration for
young people who are in the same situation he came
from. In the fascinating first volume of The Indian Mate,
Divesh has covered the journey of what India went
through from the time of independence and partition,
recovering from it, the culture, and what it’s like to grow
up in a middle-class family while going to an upper-class
school while trying to work with the best you have got
and creating opportunities. He examines what happens
when you keep failing but trying, and sometimes
remembering he is a young kid, and along the way to
starting to dream about Australia as the land of dreams
which can change his and his family’s financial future
within his lifetime. He hopes this book gives the lessons
he did not get earlier in his life, to show that its possible if
you keep having a go at your goals even if it takes a
lifetime.

The entertaining and often humorous second volume of
this book talks about moving to Australia with a bag full of
dreams (his own and his family’s) and lot of expectations,
where the only option he saw was keeping his head down
and running the real marathon of his life. Something he
had been preparing for. It also covers the Australian
landscape from the eyes of an international student and
some reality vs expectations journey, meeting a partner
who would stand by him in this race to the finish line,
convincing his Indian parents to let him marry a white girl
they have never met, going back home after five years
after he felt he had achieved something to take them to
the next level. Follow Divesh as he worked towards being
able to survive and grow in a country he was still getting
used to, after he came here with $1000 in his bank to
making it possible to save about $150,000 to have the
chance for his family to be able to be part of that same
dream life that was now true for him. He hopes this book
gives the lessons he did not get earlier in his life, to show
that its possible if you keep having a go at your goals even
if it takes a lifetime. Hopefully he can achieve his goal of
at least making one life better and helping youngsters to
achieve more.

AUD RRP: $34.95
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $34.95
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9781922764409
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 234 X 153
Pages: 336

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922764423
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 234 X 153
Pages: 336
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Real World Real
Estate

Unlocked

By Read Simon
PUBLISH CENTRAL

By Norman Rearn
PUBLISH CENTRAL

The great Australian dream is to own our own home. In
fact, it’s probably the same dream right across the world:
finish school, get a job, save up, buy a house. But the
essential skills needed to make this dream a success are
not taught as a part of a basic high-school education.

All leaders reach a point where they face challenges,
whether that is a new role, a transition in their career,
experiencing self-doubt or not being clear on their way
forward. It’s during these times that leaders need expert
support to help them overcome these challenges.

AUD RRP: $29.95
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $22.95
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9781922764379
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 210 X 148
Pages: 200

ISBN-13: 9781922764454
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 210 X 148
Pages: 180

IRL

Superabundance

By Stedman Chris
1517 MEDIA

By Tupy Marian L
CATO INSTITUTE

What does "IRL" really mean in the digital age? Every day,
the lines between digital and real space blur even further.
"A must-read" (Buzzfeed Books), IRL invites us to consider
how the online spaces we use might fulfill our essential
human need to feel real.

This controversial and counterintuitive new book
examines why population growth and freedom to
innovate make Earth's resources more, not less,
abundant.

AUD RRP: $37.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $64.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781506485157
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 336

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781952223396
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 520
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Romance Redux

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
Stassi Laura
AUD RRP: $55.99
ISBN13: 9781538168851
Offers encouragement and hope to older adults who are ready to date Due Date: 12/09/2022
again, with advice and tips from relationship experts and the author's
Discount: TRADE
own experiences. Romance Redux looks at finding love as an older adult INTERNATIONAL
who seeks connection, love, and fulfillment in a romantic relationship. Format: Hardback
Including the author's own experiences as well as those of other grey
Pages: 160
love seekers and finders, she uncovers both the obstacles and rewards Size: 216 X 140
of partnering at this stage of live. As divorce rates remain high and as
more widows and widowers have many productive and healthy years
ahead of them, finding love again can feel daunting, but now more than
ever can be easier to find, to establish, and to keep. Using personal
stories and expert research, Laura Stassi takes readers on a tour through
the many ways older adults can find companionship, romance, and a
fulfilling sex life through a variety of methods, outlets, and resources.

Between the Listening and the Telling
Yaconelli Mark
Stories tether us to what matters most: our families, our friends, our
hearts, our planet, the wondrous mystery of life itself. Yet the stories
we've been telling ourselves as a civilization are killing us: Fear is
wisdom. Vanity is virtuous. Violence is peace. In the pages of Between
the Listening and the Telling, storyteller, author, and activist Mark
Yaconelli helps us find and craft the stories worth telling of repair, and
justice, and truth, and empathy--leading us into an enchanting
meditation on the power of storytelling in our individual and collective
lives. Through his work with The Hearth, a storytelling non-profit,
Yaconelli has spent thousands of hours listening to people as they grieve
loss, deepen friendships, strengthen families, shed light on injustice, and
celebrate wonder. By borrowing practices from spiritual communities,
such as silence, song, meals, and a moral imperative to serve the greater
good, he helps us tap into the sacred power of storytelling.

Creativity

1517 MEDIA
AUD RRP: $49.99
ISBN13: 9781506481470
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Hardback
Pages: 224
Size: 222 X 146

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
PRESS
Lohmann Stephensen Jan
AUD RRP: $19.99
ISBN13: 9781421444789
A short but engaging exploration of our changing perception of
Due Date: November 2022
creativity. Creativity was once seen as the mark of mad geniuses,
Discount: TRADE
troubled souls, and avant-garde eccentrics. Today, however, we expect INTERNATIONAL
to find the trait thriving in and around us. Why? In Creativity, Jan
Format: Paperback
Lohmann Stephensen provides a historical and contemporary view of
Pages: 60
creativity and explains why it is not always the answer to every
Size: 180 X 112
problem. From van Gogh to Springsteen, Lohmann Stephensen
Illustrations: B&W
explores the creative process of artists to craft a new theory of
THROUGHOUT
creativity-marking it as a collective and dynamic process in flux, rather
than a finished product with a set endpoint and sole creator. Finally, he
warns, in the twenty-first century, the importance that employers place
on creativity has warped the concept into a ubiquitous economic
commodity.

www.woodslane.com.au
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The Complete Family Guide to Dementia

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS
AUD RRP: $41.99
ISBN13: 9781462549429
Caring for a parent with dementia presents unique challenges—Mom
Due Date: November 2022
or Dad so plainly needs assistance, but is confused, sometimes angry,
Discount: TRADE
and often resistant to help. How can caregivers get the vital information INTERNATIONAL
they need when they need it? Journalist Thomas Harrison and leading
Format: Paperback
geriatric psychiatrist Brent Forester show that you don’t have to be a
Pages: 228
medical expert to be a good care provider in this authoritative guide.
Size: 229 X 152
They explain the basics of dementia and offer effective strategies for
Illustrations: NOT
coping with the medical, emotional, and financial toll. With the right
ILLUSTRATED
skills, caregivers can navigate changing family roles, communicate
better with the elder with dementia, keep them safe, and manage
difficult behaviours.
Thomas F. Harrison and Brent P. Forester

The Ultimate Time Management Toolkit

The Ultimate Anxiety Toolkit –
9781787757707 - $39.99

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
Williams Risa
AUD RRP: $39.99
ISBN13: 9781839971785
Do you find time constantly slipping away from you? Or does completing Due Date: November 2022
a to-do list feel totally unachievable? We all have 24 hours in a day, but Discount: TRADE
sometimes putting them to good use can feel like an impossible task.
INTERNATIONAL
The Ultimate Time Management Toolkit is here to change that! Written Format: Paperback
by a clinical therapist and author of The Ultimate Anxiety Toolkit, this
Pages: 192
book focuses on practical methods and strategies, including creative
Size: 246 X 173
worksheets and easy to use techniques, to help you find your
Illustrations: B&W
motivation, achieve your goals, and feel less stressed about organizing THROUGHOUT
your time. With 25 different techniques based on CBT, mindfulness, and
narrative therapy, you can find out which strategies work best for you to
help transform how you use your time and learn how to feel empowered
to make positive changes to habits in your daily life.

My Parents Are Ageing, What the Heck Do I Do?

PUBLISH CENTRAL
AUD RRP: $34.95
ISBN13: 9781922764263
An insider’s guide to Australia’s aged care system with a specific focus
Due Date: November 2022
on the aged care programs designed to support older people at home, Discount: TRADE
My Parents Are Ageing, What The Heck Do I Do? shows people how the AUSTRALIAN
aged care system works, enabling them to get timely and appropriate
Format: Paperback
outcomes to keep older loved ones at home. Australia’s aged care
Pages: 240
system is so complex and confusing that it creates barriers to people
Size: 210 X 148
seeking the support needed to keep older loved ones at home. In My
Illustrations: NOT
Parents Are Ageing, What The Heck Do I Do? industry expert Coral
ILLUSTRATED
Wilkinson explains how the system works in simple language, using real
stories to portray how things have gone wrong for people and what can
be done to make those situations right. Coral shows readers how to
initiate a sensitive and compassionate discussion with older loved ones,
about accepting formal support at home and teaches them about the
different aspects of aged care assessment equipping them with the
knowledge on how to choose a home care package provider that is right
for their needs.
Wilkinson Carol

www.woodslane.com.au
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Chicken Soup for the
Soul:

Digital Darkroom

Attitude of Gratitude

By Brown Margaret
MEDIA PUBLISHING PTY

By Newmark Amy
CHICKEN SOUP SOUL

These 101 revealing stories will show you how adopting
an Attitude of Gratitude can change your life! You can
learn to be a thankful person by adopting an attitude of
gratitude, by saying thanks, and by stopping and thinking
about your blessings - even on a bad day.

Digital Darkroom provides easy to follow tips and advice
on how to bring out the best in your photos by setting up
a “digital darkroom” for photo editing, printing, and
archiving.

AUD RRP: $27.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781611590937
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 140
Pages: 368

Portraiture

ISBN-13: 9781922156440
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 210 X 148
Pages: 80

Opening Repertoire:
The Black Lion

By Brown Margaret
MEDIA PUBLISHING PTY

By Williams Simon
EVERYMAN CHESS

Portraiture is filled with practical and creative ways to
ensure your portrait photography is enjoyable and
rewarding. This easy-to-follow pocket guide provides
expert advice on the best cameras, lenses, lighting, focus
and exposure settings for different types of portraiture.

The Black Lion is a thoroughly modern counterattacking
system that is a nightmare to face. This wild and
aggressive line attempts to take away White's initiative
from a very early stage and is guaranteed to throw your
opponents off balance.

AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

AUD RRP: $54.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781922156464
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 210 X 148
Pages: 100

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781781946282
Discount: Trade International
Size: 240 X 170
Pages: 336
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Fighting against the Odds

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
Rafiq Fiaz
AUD RRP: $54.99
ISBN13: 9781538154830
A riveting memoir by acclaimed combat sports and entertainment
Due Date: November 2022
journalist Fiaz Rafiq, as he shares captivating stories of fighting legends Discount: TRADE
and entertainment stars alongside the story of his own personal
INTERNATIONAL
hardships, struggles against prejudice, and ultimate triumph. Fighting
Format: Hardback
Against the Odds is the culmination of Fiaz Rafiq's decades of work
Pages: 336
behind the scenes as a mixed martial arts and combat sports journalist, Size: 229 X 152
gaining the trust and confidence of the best fighters in UFC and boxing. Illustrations: B&W
Rafiq shares candid accounts, hidden histories, and thrilling experiences THROUGHOUT
from his time with some of the most famous and prominent
personalities in fighting sports. Included are never-before-told stories of
UFC's most decorated and revered champions in Randy Couture, Royce
Gracie, Daniel Cormier, Brock Lesnar, Georges St-Peire, and Conor
McGregor and boxing icons such as Mike Tyson and Muhammad Ali.

Ultimate Crochet Nursery

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
Simpson Kristi
AUD RRP: $45.99
ISBN13: 9780811770002
Your baby deserves the ultimate in crochet designer luxury! Sweet &
Due Date: November 2022
Simple Baby Crochet author Kristi Simpson delivers 40 patterns for
Discount: TRADE
diverse items for the baby and nursery: blankets, decorative garlands,
INTERNATIONAL
baskets, car seat cover, pillows, nursing cover-up, lovie and toys, diaper Format: Paperback
bag, mobile, wipe cosy, pouf, sleep sack, changing mat, wall hangings,
Pages: 176
rugs, and much more--all in colors and styles for the bright, happy,
Size: 279 X 216
modern nursery. Adorn your nursery with handmade crochet for your
Illustrations: COLOUR
new baby.
SECTION(S)

Playtime Rompers to Knit
Anderson Jessica
Every knitter loves to make baby items-for their own family and to give
as gifts-and the cuter the better! This book offers patterns for 26 of the
most adorable baby rompers you will ever see, in characters and
animals including a giraffe, elephant, pumpkin, and ballerina, as well as
everyday colourful and striped designs. These designs are also
comfortable and practical (easy to take on and off) for the busy parent.
Presented in an easy-to-follow format to build your knitting skills, you
can start with a basic romper and then learn to add stripes, bum
pockets, and hoods. Take it to the next level and add ears, tails, and
other embellishments for a variety of animal designs. All instructions
are clear and concise, so even a novice knitter can complete these
rompers with ease. The only question is, which one will you knit first?

www.woodslane.com.au

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
AUD RRP: $45.99
ISBN13: 9780811739481
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 144
Size: 279 X 216
Illustrations: COLOUR
SECTION(S)
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Blue Mountains Best Bushwalks 4/e
The Bestselling Guide to over 65 Walks

By Curtis Veechi
Key Sales Points:

* One of Australia’s best-selling walking guides: 60,000
copies sold.
* 65 walks and walk variations for every interest and level
of fitness.
* Previous Edition ISBN: 9781925403299
The thoroughly revised fourth edition of the bestselling
Blue Mountains Best Bushwalks is the perfect companion
for the bushwalking fan.
The book features: 67 different walks, varying in length
from 30 minutes to two days, accurate, full colour maps
and step by step directions, detailed walk statistics
including distance, total ascent/descent, grade and
estimated time, detailed information on Blue Mountains
history and natural environment, walking ideas for families
with children, including safety tips, and over 200 full colour
photographs.
With over 4 million Australians now regularly walking for
fun and fitness, this guidebook is the perfect companion
for any Sydneysider looking to bust out of the city and
explore the raw beauty of the NSW Blue Mountains.

Author Bio:

Veechi Stuart is a freelance author, journalist and and
Executive Director of Varuna, the National Writers House
(located in the Blue Mountains). Veechi has lived in the
Blue Mountains since 1987 and is passionate about
bushwalking, the local community, and the environment.
Veechi is also the author of Sydney’s Best Bush, Park & City
Walks.
AUD RRP: $34.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925868678
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 220 X 130
Pages: 280
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From Couch Potato to Endurance Athlete

A Portrait of a Non-Athletic Triathlete
By Topper Hilary JM

Wilderness 101

Based largely on course material that Maurice has taught
for 32 years, readers will learn how to prepare and be
equipped for all varieties of terrain, learn the
fundamentals of weather conditions and how to meet
them, learn to avoid wildlife and avoid attracting it, learn
essential skills and emergency procedures relating to
several outdoor activities, and much more.

For those who have ever thought they were too old or too
unfit to compete in a triathlon, From Couch Potato to
Endurance Athlete will prove that it is never too late to
compete! This is a story about overcoming life's obstaclesfrom injury and business trouble to grief and loss and
everything in between. Hilary Topper was a 48-year-old
working mother who once upon a time had practically
failed high school gym class. She was working 60-plus
hours a week, running a small business. Her focus was on
others-her children, her aging parents, and her staff. In
the meantime, her weight kept increasing, and she was
unhappy with the way her life was going. She needed a
change. To turn things around, she joined a gym for the
first time in her life. This book will take the reader on
Hilary's decade-long journey as she trains for and runs her
first 5K, swims the aqua-blue waters of the Caribbean,
cycles a hilly course in Milwaukee, learns how to run-walk
her way through the New York City Marathon, and
competes in her first triathlon in Sanibel, Florida. The
reader will be right with Hilary as she narrates each
experience-even a 5-mile swim in the murky waters of
Long Island.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Due Date: 01/09/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $34.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

Common Sense for Every Adventurer
By Phipps Maurice L.
Wilderness 101 is the companion guide for new
adventurers.
Aimed at preventing newcomers to the outdoors from
ending up in "survival" situations due to a lack of
preparedness, this guide will impart introductory
knowledge and skills to readers applicable across a range
of potential activities, and useful for anyone heading into
the backcountry.

ISBN-13: 9781493065028
Discount: Trade International
Size: 178 X 108
Pages: 128

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781782552406
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 140
Pages: 312
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Being Geoffrey
Boycott

Swamplands

By Geoffrey Boycott and
Jon Hotten
FAIRFIELD BOOKS

By Struzik Edward
ISLAND PRESS

When the first lockdown came, finding himself without
cricket for the first time in his life, Geoffrey Boycott sat
down and began to write a retrospective warts-and-all
diary of each of his Test match appearances.

Swamplands highlights the unappreciated struggle being
waged to save peatlands by scientists, conservationists,
and landowners around the world. The book is also a
demand for awareness of the myriad threats they face.

AUD RRP: $64.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

AUD RRP: $51.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781915237064
Discount: Trade International
Size: 234 X 156
Pages: 272

On The Origin of
Evolution

ISBN-13: 9781642832907
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 312

Essential Practices
for Player
Development

By Gribbin John
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

By Wild Carl
MEYER AND MEYER

The theory of evolution by natural selection did not spring
fully formed and unprecedented from the brain of Charles
Darwin. The idea of evolution had been around, in various
guises since the time of Ancient Greece. And nor did
theorizing about evolution stop with what Daniel Dennett
called "Darwin's dangerous idea."

Essential Practices for Player Development provides 10
core football practice sessions that players will find both
enjoyable and challenging and that the coach will find
develops key areas of the game. There are 9 adaptations
provided with each core practice, totalling 100 practices.
By Carl Wild, 'The Intelligent Soccer Coach'.

AUD RRP: $54.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $36.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781633887053
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 288

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781782552437
Discount: Trade International
Size: 241 X 165
Pages: 312
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Celtic Scrapbook

Rangers
Scrapbook

By O'Neill
SONA BOOKS

By O’Neill Michael
SONA BOOKS

Follow the Celtic journey through the club’s evolution
from its beginnings via a formally constituted meeting in
St. Mary's church hall in East Rose Street, Calton,
Glasgow, by Irish Marist Brother Walfrid on 6 November
1887 to the club that became the kings of Europe and the
team that has never been relegated from the Scottish
Premiership.

This beautifully Illustrated Hardback Book provides an
insight into the unique story of Rangers F.C. one the most
famous football clubs in the world. The Rangers
Scrapbook provides an insight into the unique story of
Rangers F.C. one the most famous football clubs in the
world.

AUD RRP: $48.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

AUD RRP: $48.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781912918966
Discount: Trade International
Size: 270 X 210
Pages: 144

Arsenal Scrapbook

Manchester City
Scrapbook

By O’Neill Michael
SONA BOOKS

The Arsenal Scrapbook provides an insight into the unique
journey of Arsenal one the most famous football clubs in
the world. With player career retrospectives and in-depth
statistical information together with a focus on the
managers who have guided the club, including a special
feature on Arsene Wenger.
AUD RRP: $48.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781912918980
Discount: Trade International
Size: 270 X 210
Pages: 144

ISBN-13: 9781912918973
Discount: Trade International
Size: 270 X 210
Pages: 144

By O’Neill Michael
SONA BOOKS

Manchester City Scrapbook is packed with rare
photographs images and on the page facsimile
memorabilia and provides an insight into the unique
journey of what is currently one the most successful
football clubs in the world.
AUD RRP: $50.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781912918638
Discount: Trade International
Size: 267 X 267
Pages: 144
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No Plucking!

Ros Bowden

By Bowden Tim
ETT IMPRINT

By Bowden Tim
ETT IMPRINT

An autobiography with a difference - it’s funny. The
great ABC journalist, now in his 80s, skates through the
absurdity of the oddments of memory, and of his
exhilarating times reporting around the world to
Australian homes.

Anne Rosalind Geddes was born on 15 December 1940 in
Ceylon where her father Eric managed a tea plantation.
Before she was two years old it seemed that the Japanese
might invade Ceylon and she and her mother Margaret left
Colombo Harbour on board an Australian troop ship the
morning before the Japanese bombed the harbour.

AUD RRP: $29.95
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $29.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781922698513
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 256 X 130
Pages: 160

ISBN-13: 9781922698643
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 256 X 130
Pages: 220

The Feeling Sonnets

Invitation to View

By Ostashevsky Eugene
CARCANET PRESS

By Scupham Peter
CARCANET PRESS

The Feeling Sonnets are written in an English that is
translingual not only because it engages other languages
but also because it reflects upon itself in uncertainty as if
it were the work of a language learner.

The poems in Invitation to View, Peter Scuphams hugely
welcome new book, which he was dissuaded from calling
Curtain Call, often guess and puzzle, offering possible and
impossible interpretations. Some respond to fragments of
the past, personal and historical, which haunt the present.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

AUD RRP: $28.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9781800172012
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 135
Pages: 96

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781800172104
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 135
Pages: 96
24
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Imperium

Inspector Inspector

By Gao Jay
CARCANET PRESS

By Koh Jee Leong
CARCANET PRESS

Jay Gao's debut collection Imperium introduces a
compelling innovative talent. Will Harris writes of Gao's
style: 'At once spectral and vivid, timeless and current,
these broken rhythms and stalled narratives attempt to
sift through the wreckage of War, and to argue back to it.'

Jee Leong Koh writes out of the heart of a contemporary
reality most readers are familiar with at second or third
hand. He writes of political exile and spiritual
homelessness; he understands the perils of war, and the
perils of certain kinds of peace. Inspector is his second
Carcanet book.

AUD RRP: $28.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $29.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

ISBN-13: 9781800172470
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 135
Pages: 80

and the earth drank
deep & Other
Stories

ISBN-13: 9781800172227
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 135
Pages: 128

The Finest Thief

By Elnaili Safa
DARF PUBLISHERS
By Kota Ntsika
MOMENTUM

The Commonwealth Short Story Prize is one of the world's
most dynamic literary honours. It is awarded for the best
short fiction from the Commonwealth. The overall
winning entry was by Eswatini's Ntsika Kota. The other
finalists are Sofia Mariah Ma (Singapore), Cecil Browne
(England), and Diana McCaulay (Jamaica).

Short stories from a revered Libyan philosopher and
writer Sadeq Naihoum who, although virtually unknown
in the Western world, was a leading figure in Libyan
literary circles and instrumental in the ongoing creative
revolution against political repression.

AUD RRP: $12.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $28.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781911475620
Discount: Trade International
Size: 160 X 110
Pages: 160

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781850773412
Discount: Trade International
Size: 197 X 129
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Big Apple Gangsters

The Rise and Decline of the Mob in New York
By Sussman Jeffrey
The great founding figures of organized crime in the 20th
century were born and bred in New York City, and the city
was the basis of their operations. Beginning with
Blowing Up Russia
Prohibition and going on through many illegal activities
The Book that Got Litvinenko Assassinated
the mob became a major force and its tentacles reached
into virtually every enterprise, whether legal or illegal:
gambling, boxing, labor racketeering, stock fraud, illegal
By Alexander Litvinenk and Yuri Felshtinsky
unions, prostitution, food service, garment
manufacturing, construction, loan sharking, hijacking,
Updated edition of the book that got former FSB Colonel extortion, trucking, drug dealing - you name it the mob
controlled it. The men who organized crime in America
Alexander Litvinenko killed according to MI6.
were the sons of poor immigrants. They were hungry for
success and would use whatever means available to
It unveils the first-ever fake news campaign that the FSB
created to have former FSB head Vladimir Putin elected as achieve their goals. They were not interested in religious
identity and ethnic identity. Their syndicate of criminals
President of Russia.
was made up, primarily of Italians and Jews, but also Irish
and black gangsters who could further their ambitions.
* First Released in 2019
Their sole objective was always the same - money. It
began with Arnold Rothstein, who not only helped to fix
the 1919 World Series, but who also mentored and
AUD RRP: $24.99
ISBN-13: 9781783341559
financed the individuals who would control organized
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: Trade International
Format: Paperback
Size: 220 X 198
crime for decades
Pages: 288

AUD RRP: $47.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781538171745
Discount: Trade International
Pages: 236
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Broken Icarus

The Greatest
Treasure-Hunting
Stories Ever Told

By Hanna David
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

By Elliott Charles
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

In Broken Icarus, author David Hanna tracks the inspiring
trajectory of aviation leading up to and through the
World's Fair of 1933, as well as the field of flight's more
sinister ties to fascism domestic and abroad to present a
unique history that is both riveting and revelatory.

A rich trove of 21 classic stories that reveal the true
wonder of hunting for treasure. Charles Elliott recaptures
the essential romance of the search in this collection of
classic stories. Many are true - or purport to be. They
encompass all the great themes - obsession, tragedy,
danger, crime, frustration, and disappointment.

AUD RRP: $54.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

AUD RRP: $36.99
Due Date: 01/08/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781633886766
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 256

The Last Witness

ISBN-13: 9781493069590
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 304

The Greatest Military
Mission Stories Ever
Told

By Krake Frank
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

By McCarthy Tom
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS

THE LAST WITNESS is the incredible story of a man - Wim
Aloserij - who survived three concentration camps and a
major maritime disaster at the end of WW II. The book
was on the Dutch bestseller list for 25 weeks and has sold
over 75,000 copies. It has been sold in pre-empts to Orion
in the UK and to Newton Compton in Italy.

The Greatest Military Mission Stories Ever Told is a
recounting of the heroics of American forces' missions of
all kinds. Here is a not-so-gentle reminder of the price of
freedom--paid by American men for more than 200 years
of struggle, from the Revolutionary War, all the way until
the Viet Nam.

AUD RRP: $54.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback

AUD RRP: $37.99
Due Date: 01/11/2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781493063710
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 288

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781493066131
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 256
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Love Without Limits

Anthroposophy and
the Accusation of
Racism

By Bussie Jacqueline A.
1517 MEDIA

By Selg Peter
STEINER BOOKS INC

Our world feels more divided than ever. Polarization,
racial violence, and inequity leave us asking, Is it even
possible to heal? Award-winning author and theologian
Jacqueline A. Bussie believes it is. In Love Without Limits,
she challenges each of us to practice a love so deep, so
radical, so capacious, it excludes no one.

The original subtitle of Rudolf Steiner’s Philosophy of
Freedom (1894)— “the basis for a modern worldview”—
points to the lifelong project with which he was engaged.
With this book, out of his comprehensive grasp of
Steiner’s work, together with the contextual background
of twentieth-century European totalitarianism and the
contemporary landscape.

AUD RRP: $33.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $53.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781506481449
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152
Pages: 200

ISBN-13: 9781621482727
Discount: Trade International
Size: 229 X 152

Soul-Size

Water Talks

By Dyson James A.
STEINER BOOKS INC

By Damon Betsy
STEINER BOOKS INC

An insightful guide to the psychotherapeutic discipline for A comprehensive and insightful conversation about our
practitioners looking to adopt a holistic approach, written independence with water, featuring inspiring personal
by a distinguished and experienced physician in the field. stories, scientific studies, and solutions.
AUD RRP: $53.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781938685361
Discount: Trade International
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 224

AUD RRP: $53.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781938685385
Discount: Trade International
Size: 254 X 178
Pages: 228
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WOODSLANE NOVEMBER 2022 NEW RELEASE CATALOGUE ORDER FORM
ISBN13

AUTHOR

TITLE

9781922810274
9781922388865
9781922810250
9781922800121
9781922810083
9781922810243

Sam Harvey and Illust. by Harv (Paul Harvey) Kyrgios

9780645453508
9781922810267
9780648887454
9780648887409
9780648887416
9781915343024
9781913172503
9781913172862
9781493061365
9781493065080
9781493062331
9781922764409
9781922764423
9781922764379
9781922764454
9781506485157
9781952223396
9781538168851
9781506481470
9781421444789
9781462549429
9781839971785
9781922764263
9781611590937
9781922156440
9781922156464
9781781946282
9781538154830
9780811770002
9780811739481
9781925868678
9781493065028
9781782552406
9781915237064
9781642832907
9781633887053
9781782552437
9781912918966
9781912918973
9781912918980
9781912918638
9781922698513
9781922698643
9781800172012
9781800172104
9781800172470
9781800172227
9781911475620
9781850773412
9781783341559
9781538171745
9781633886766

Mustoe Simon

Sullivan Rebecca
Murray Olds, Murray Wilton with Miss Jane
Turner Eleanor
Tickell John
Yardney Michael

Ravlic Tom
Garry Rush with Tony Loxley
Tony Loxley, Ian Collis, and Alan Whiticker
Tony Loxley and Alan Whiticker
McHugh Carolyn
Fairbrass Fred
Mooney Jordan
Metz Will
German Bill
McEuen John
Sareen Divesh
Sareen Divesh
Read Simon
Norman Rearn
Stedman Chris
Tupy Marian L
Stassi Laura
Yaconelli Mark
Lohmann Stephensen Jan
Thomas F. Harrison and Brent P. Forester
Williams Risa
Wilkinson Carol
Newmark Amy
Brown Margaret
Brown Margaret
Williams Simon
Rafiq Fiaz
Simpson Kristi
Anderson Jessica
Curtis Veechi
Phipps Maurice L.
Topper Hilary JM
Geoffrey Boycott and Jon Hotten
Struzik Edward
Gribbin John
Wild Carl
O'Neill Michael
O'Neill Michael
O'Neill Michael
O'Neill Michael
Bowden Tim
Bowden Tim
Ostashevsky Eugene
Scupham Peter
Gao Jay
Koh Jee Leong
Kota Ntsika
Elnaili Safa
Alexander Litvinenk and Yuri Felshtinsky
Sussman Jeffrey
Hanna David

A Conscious Home
Family Favourites Recipes
Baby Names Australia 2023
Your Best Immunity Diet
How to Grow a Multi-Million Dollar Property Portfolio-In Your Spare Time
16/e
Wildlife in the Balance
The Wave
Rushie: Garry Rush, A Motor Racing Life
League on Sunday - Work On Monday
Very Tough Men
Taylor Swift
Still Too Sexy
Defying Gravity
Music Theory for Self-Taught Musicians
Under Their Thumb
Will the Circle Be Unbroken
The Indian Mate Volume 1
The Indian Mate Volume 2
Real World Real Estate
Unlocked
IRL
Superabundance
Romance Redux
Between the Listening and the Telling
Creativity
The Complete Family Guide to Dementia
The Ultimate Time Management Toolkit
My Parents Are Ageing, What the Heck Do I Do?
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Attitude of Gratitude
Digital Darkroom
Portraiture
Opening Repertoire: The Black Lion
Fighting against the Odds
Ultimate Crochet Nursery
Playtime Rompers to Knit
Blue Mountains Best Bushwalks 4/e
Wilderness 101
From Couch Potato to Endurance Athlete
Being Geoffrey Boycott
Swamplands
On The Origin of Evolution
Essential Practices for Player Development
Celtic Scrapbook
Rangers Scrapbook
Arsenal Scrapbook
Manchester City Scrapbook
No Plucking!
Ros Bowden
The Feeling Sonnets
Invitation to View
Imperium
Inspector Inspector
and the earth drank deep & Other Stories
The Finest Thief
Blowing Up Russia
Big Apple Gangsters
Broken Icarus

www.woodslane.com.au

PUB

AU$ DISC
QTY
RRP CODE

WIK
AGG
WIK
BPP
WIK
WIK

29.99
49.99
29.99
19.99
29.99
34.99

A
A
A
A
A
A

QH7
WIK
QFT
QFT
QFT
SON
OMN
OMN
ROW
ROW
ROW
MHP
MHP
MHP
MHP
15M
N37
ROW
15M
JHU
GUI
JKP
MHP
CSS
MPP
MPP
N05
ROW
ROW
ROW
BPP
ROW
MEY
FAR
ISL
ROW
MEY
SON
SON
SON
SON
ETT
ETT
CAR
CAR
CAR
CAR
MOM
DRF
GIB
ROW
ROW

34.99
29.99
64.95
39.95
39.95
48.99
40.99
25.99
64.99
54.99
90.99
34.95
34.95
29.95
22.95
37.99
64.99
55.99
49.99
19.99
41.99
39.99
34.95
27.99
19.99
19.99
54.99
54.99
45.99
45.99
34.99
28.99
34.99
64.99
51.99
54.99
36.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
50.99
29.95
29.99
28.99
28.99
28.99
29.99
12.99
28.99
24.99
47.99
54.99

A
A
A
A
A
E
E
E
E
E
E
A
A
A
A
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
A
E
A
A
E
E
E
E
A
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
A
A
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
29

9781493069590
9781493063710
9781493066131
9781506481449
9781621482727
9781938685361
9781938685385
9781922800060
9781925868685
9781925868869
9781925868876
9781922800077
9781922800084
9781925868609
9781925868180
9781925868401
9781925868821
9781922833860
9781922833952
9781782507840
9781506471495
9781839970061
9781839970924
9781506484099
9780645133196
9781785835889
9781785835551
9781922678683
9781782508199
9781506470658
9781908787415
9781493059911
9781538162057
9781538128435
9781922800121
9781782508137
9781538152850
9781433838149
9781433838187
9781839970726
9781506481517
9781462547517

The Greatest Treasure-Hunting Stories Ever Told
The Last Witness
McCarthy Tom
The Greatest Military Mission Stories Ever Told
Bussie Jacqueline A.
Love Without Limits
Selg Peter
Anthroposophy and the Accusation of Racism
Dyson James A.
Soul-Size
Damon Betsy
Water Talks
KIDS & PARENTING
Mollard Myke
Australian Dinosaurs and Mega Beasts
Mollard Myke
An A-Z of Australian Bush Creatures
Mollard Myke
Australia's Dangerous Bush Creatures
Mollard Myke
Australia's Endangered Bush Creatures
Barker Judith
The I in the Island (PB)
Barker Judith
The I in the Island (HB)
Barker Judith
The O in the Snow
Barker Judith
The OO in Uluru
Barker Judith
The EE in the Deep Blue Sea
Barker Judith
The A in the Rainforest
Georgia Spencer and Illust. by Julie Spencer Babies Have Superpowers
Tamara Floriani and Illust. by Paula Formosa The Lazy Lizard
Kwant Admar
Pomme and the Pumpkins
Turner Jeffrey
Penguins Don't Wear Pink
Dura-Vila Gloria
The Panda on PDA
Dale Laura Kate
Me and My Dysphoria Monster
Orenstein-Cardona Anna
The Tree of Hope
Stelzer Cameron
SOS: Top Shot (Bk10)
Kessel Anthony
Outside Chance (Don't Doubt the Rainbow 2)
Anthony Kessel
The Five Clues (Don't Doubt The Rainbow 1)
William Sparling and Illust. Jessie S. A’Bell Soul Captains
Williamson Duncan
Silver Unicorns and Golden Birds
Gerin Lisa
Rosalind Looked Closer
McPherson Stewart
Australia's Amazing Islands
Tilton Buck
Knots for Kids
Batchelor Bob
Stan Lee
Batchelor Bob
Stan Lee
Turner Eleanor
Baby Names Australia 2023
Harvey-Zahra Lou
The Connected Family Handbook
Cognevich Christie
Dealing with Stress
Zucker Bonnie
Kid Confident (Book #1):
Glassman Lenka
Kid Confident (Book #2)
Punter Danielle
Parenting Rewired
Carlson Meta Herrick
Ordinary Blessings for Parents
Hinshaw Stephen P.
Straight Talk about ADHD in Girls
Elliott Charles
Krake Frank

ROW
ROW
ROW
15M
SB1
SB1
SB1

36.99
54.99
37.99
33.99
53.99
53.99
53.99

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

BPP
BPP
BPP
BPP
BPP
BPP
BPP
BPP
BPP
BPP
LST
LST
FLO
15M
JKP
JKP
15M
QD6
CRO
CRO
LST
FLO
15M
QF7
ROW
ROW
ROW
BPP
FLO
ROW
PY2
PY2
JKP
15M
GUI

29.99
29.99
24.99
24.99
19.99
27.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
17.99
16.95
30.99
35.99
32.99
35.99
37.99
9.99
20.99
17.99
16.95
36.99
37.99
29.99
30.99
32.99
29.99
19.99
39.99
51.99
32.99
32.99
42.99
35.99
41.99

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
E
E
E
E
E
A
E
E
A
E
E
A
E
E
E
A
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Woodslane Pty Ltd
Account Number:________________
Account Name:__________________
Order Number:__________________

10 Apollo Street Warriewood NSW 2102 Australia
PO Box 935 Mona Vale NSW 2103
PH: (02) 8445 2300 FX: (02) 9997 5850
www.woodslane.com.au/info@woodslane.com.au
RRP=Recommended Retail Price including GST
Price and Availability are subject to change without notice
A=Trade Australia, E=Trade International,
B=Text, F=ACAD&Professional, J&L=Very Short Discount
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Australian Dinosaurs and Mega Beasts
By Mollard Myke
Key Sales Points:

* The only book to feature just Australian dinosaurs and
the Cenozoic megafauna.
* Large format hardback will capture the imagination in a
display setting.
* The captivating and anatomically correct illustrations
bring the creatures vibrantly to life.
Age Range: all ages

This unique book captures the range and diversity of the
wondrous Australian wildlife from prehistory. The book
includes over 70 animals that lived in Australia at various
times during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras (ie from 250
million years ago), from sea creatures to amphibians,
dinosaurs, reptiles, birds and mammals. With meticulous
attention to the environment and flora of each period, the
book presents a succession of the huge animals that
marched, flew, and swam across our landscape, from the
terrifying Daspletosaurus to the more sedentary
Diprotodon.
This book invites and engages kids (and kid-adults) of all
ages to find, discover and learn all the animal names and
compare their different types. Assisted by leading
palaeontologists, author Myke has ensured the
illustrations are as anatomically correct as possible as well
as vibrant and engaging.

Author Bio:

Myke Mollard is a children’s educator, illustrator, author,
and designer – just some of his creative talents. He began
his career in graphic design, branding management and
producing commercials for TV. One of his first books, in
2008, was the best-selling A-Z of Australian Bush Creatures
which sold 85,000 copies in the early 2010s and was
recently re-issued.
AUD RRP: $29.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922800060
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 350 X 270
Pages: 48
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MYKE MOLLARD BACKLIST TITLES - ALL IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE NOW

An A-Z of Australian Bush Creatures
Mollard Myke
This unique A-Z book truly captures the range and diversity of our
unique and wondrous Australian wildlife. Exploring common names,
aboriginal names, Latin names and from every corner of Australia, the
book includes over 400 native animals, from sea creatures and insects,
to amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. The book highlights the
endangered, sometimes the extinct and the rare beauty of Australia
and its islands and territories. Fully indexed, this book invites and
engages kids (and kid-adults) of all ages to find, discover and learn all
the animal names and compare their different types. Originally assisted
by leading biologists, author Myke has ensured the illustrations are
anatomically correct as well as vibrant and enchanting. As a bonus, you
can find one human in the book doing what Myke loves best as a
recreational pursuit.

Australia's Dangerous Bush Creatures
Mollard Myke
Myke Mollard’s signature illustrations and engaging text bring kids up
close and personal with 47 of Australia’s most deadly and dangerous
creatures, helping them to discover the true nature of these wonderful
animals. As fearsome as many of them sound, what they will come to
realise on reading this book is that these creatures live mostly
peacefully among us. Their deadly venoms, scary teeth and animal
behaviour are normally just used as warning signs or, rarely, in
defence. In reading, children will come to understand these creatures
better, gain courage and form a proper respect for them. The beauty,
majesty, and wonderment of these stunning creatures, delivered in
an engaging cinematic punch, will excite the imaginations of children for
life.

Australia's Endangered Bush Creatures

WOODSLANE PRESS
AUD RRP: $29.99
ISBN13: 9781925868685
Release Date: Available Now
Discount: TRADE
AUSTRALIAN
Format: Hardback
Pages: 48
Size: 350 X 270
Illustrations: COLOUR
THROUGHOUT

WOODSLANE PRESS
AUD RRP: $24.99
ISBN13: 9781925868869
Release Date: Available Now
Discount: TRADE
AUSTRALIAN
Format: Hardback
Pages: 64
Size: 300 X 230
Illustrations: COLOUR
THROUGHOUT

WOODSLANE PRESS

AUD RRP: $24.99
ISBN13: 9781925868876
Release Date: Available Now
Australia’s wild creatures are facing a fast-changing environment that
Discount: TRADE
has humankind’s fingerprint all over it and hundreds are in danger of
complete extinction. We can’t save what we don’t know or understand: AUSTRALIAN
awareness is paramount to helping these endangered creatures survive Format: Hardback
Pages: 64
into the lifetimes of future generations. Myke Mollards signature
Size: 300 X 230
illustrations and engaging text bring kids up close and personal with
Illustrations: COLOUR
134 of Australia’s most endangered creatures, highlighting both the
THROUGHOUT
common and uncommon threats to each species and revealing the
fragile balance existing in nature and how our human impact is
collapsing ecosystems and unbalancing the natural world. While some
of these creatures may be iconic and well-studied, many of them are
less known: all have their plight, beauty and character delicately
presented in this important new book.
Mollard Myke

www.woodslane.com.au
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The I in the Island
By Barker Judith

Key Sales Points:

* Fifth book in this award-winning series – completes the
A, E, I, O, U.
* Unique approach to phonemes and the teaching of
English.
* Designed to appeal to primary aged children.
* Hardback edition ISBN 9781922800077 – RRP$27.99
Age Range: 3 -10 years
This is the story of the I. The I in the Island is a fun
Australian-themed phoneme story that teaches young
readers about the vowel sound I and where they can find it
in different words. Beautifully illustrated by Janie Frith, the
rich colours and vibrant use of multi-media enhance the
magical experience. The book is about the Brolga dance of
a group of Sydney Butchulla Elders, evoking a journey to
faraway Kgari (Fraser Island).
The first book from Judith and Janie, the Oo in Uluru, won
a 2019 Book of the Year award from Speech Pathology
Australia; this is their fifth book, the others being the EE in
the Deep Blue Sea, the O in the Snow and the A in the
Rainforest.
Author Bio:

Judith is an English teacher who has taught phonemic
awareness to children in Europe, the Middle East, India
and China. While researching a masters in phonology,
Judith began to use visual language in stories, by colouring
the different phonemes, so that children could make a
holistic sense of the various spelling patterns. She lives in
Melbourne with her family and adorable Australian
terriers, Nellie and Dusty. Originally from New Zealand,
Janie Frith attended art school and then became an art
teacher. In 2006 Janie moved to Australia with her family
and now lives in Foster, South Gippsland. Janie holds art
classes in her studio, Art Blast.
AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922800077
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 250 X 200
Pages: 32
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JUDITH BARKER BACKLIST TITLE – ALL IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE NOW

The O in the Snow

The OO in Uluru
By Barker Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS
Age Range: 3 -10 years

By Barker Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS
Age Range: 3 - 10 years

Hardback ISBN 9781925868753
– RRP$27.99

A fun Australian-themed phoneme story that teaches
young readers about the vowel sound O and where they
can find it in different words. Beautifully illustrated, the
rich colours and vibrant use of multi-media enhance the
magical experience.

This is the story of the OO. Its an amusing sound for all of
you. The OO in Uluru is a fun Australian-themed phoneme
story that teaches young readers about the vowel sound
OO and where they can find it in different words.

AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: Available Now
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: Available Now
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781925868609
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 200 X 250
Pages: 32

ISBN-13: 9781925868180
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 200 X 250
Pages: 32

The EE in the Deep
Blue Sea

The A in the
Rainforest

By Barker Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS
Age Range: 3 -10 years

By Barker Judith
WOODSLANE PRESS
Age Range: 3 -10 years
Hardback ISBN 9781925868838
– RRP$27.99

This is the story of the EE. A curious sound as you can see.
This is a beautifully illustrated Australian-themed
phoneme story that teaches young readers about the
vowel sound EE and where they can find it in different
words. The book explores many undersea and reef
environments and introduces children to twenty of the
creatures that live there.

A fun Australian-themed phoneme story that teaches
young readers about the vowel sound A and where they
can find it in different words. Beautifully illustrated, the
rich colours and vibrant use of multi-media enhance the
magical experience. The book is about the journey of
Rainbow Bird from the rainforests of Tasmania to their
counterparts in NSW.

AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: Available Now
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: Available Now
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781925868401
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 200 X 250
Pages: 32

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781925868821
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 200 X 250
Pages: 32
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Babies Have
Superpowers

The Lazy Lizard
By Tamara Floriani
and Illust. by Paula
Formosa
LITTLE STEPS

By Georgia Spencer
and Illust. by Julie
Spencer
LITTLE STEPS

“Babies have superpowers! Didn’t you know?” The joy
that a baby brings their mother is the greatest
superpower of all! A heart-warming book to delight
mummies and babies alike.

One summer’s day in the bush, a lazy lizard finds himself
caught in the path of a bushfire! With the help of some kind
bushland friends, can the lazy lizard find his way to safety?

AUD RRP: $17.99
Due Date: 01/09/2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

AUD RRP: $16.95
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781922833860
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 180 X 180
Pages: 28

ISBN-13: 9781922833952
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 280 X 240
Pages: 32

Pomme and the
Pumpkins

Penguins Don't Wear
Pink

By Kwant Admar
FLORIS BOOKS

By Turner Jeffrey
1517 MEDIA

A child discovers the joy of growing vegetables in her
garden, from seeds to harvest, with the help of a new
friend. This is a heart-warming seasonal story for young
children with warm pastel illustrations by beloved
illustrator Admar Kwant.

When peer pressure erodes the confidence of a pink-loving
young penguin named Henry, he learns that everyone will
have an opinion about his choices, but they can't control his
self-expression. Ultimately, when Henry learns to be true to
himself, he finds friends who accept him just as he is.

AUD RRP: $30.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

AUD RRP: $35.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781782507840
Discount: Trade International
Size: 258 X 236
Pages: 24

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781506471495
Discount: Trade International
Size: 235 X 235
Pages: 32
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The Panda on PDA

Me and My
Dysphoria Monster

By Dura-Vila Gloria
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

By Dale Laura Kate
JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS

A positive and gentle introduction to PDA for children
aged 3+. Panda describes the strengths and challenges of
PDA, explaining how he finds it very hard to do what
others ask him to do, but can thrive and live a playful,
happy life when given the right support.

A beautifully illustrated picture book for young children
about gender dysphoria, explaining what it is and how to
deal with it. It contains a monster-themed short story and
an accompanying guide for parents with terminology, the
author's experiences, and further information.

AUD RRP: $32.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

AUD RRP: $35.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback

ISBN-13: 9781839970061
Discount: Trade International
Size: 216 X 213
Pages: 40

ISBN-13: 9781839970924
Discount: Trade International
Size: 251 X 248
Pages: 40

The Tree of Hope

SOS: Top Shot (Bk10)

By Orenstein-Cardona
Anna
1517 MEDIA

By Stelzer Cameron
DAYDREAM PRESS

The true story of a beloved banyan tree and a community
that fought to save it in the wake of Hurricane Maria. This
lushly illustrated and evocatively written picture book tells
the story of the majestic jaguey blanco, one of the most
beloved trees in the city of Old San Juan.

When Scorch turns up to the team tryouts for the
Cannonball Cup, he never imagines he can make the
team. But after he stops a runaway ball, he is the talk of
the town. Will the fireball fox be the next top shot, and
who will be left off the SOS team?

AUD RRP: $37.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Hardback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

AUD RRP: $9.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: B&W Throughout

ISBN-13: 9781506484099
Discount: Trade International
Size: 286 X 222
Pages: 40

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9780645133196
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 198 X 129
Pages: 96
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Outside Chance (Don't Doubt the Rainbow 2)

The Five Clues (Don't Doubt The Rainbow 1)

By Kessel Anthony

By Anthony Kessel

One evening Edie is babysitting for a neighbour, Donna,
who has repeatedly caught sight of an estranged friend
from overseas. What is troubling Donna, however, is that
it seems she's been in the same place at the same time as
this friend on several occasions over the past few days. At
Donna's request, Edie investigates these apparent
coincidences, using a combination of investigative work
and conversations with her rabbi (who is tutoring Edie in
preparation for her bat mitzvah) about the nature of
fatalism and determinism. Meanwhile, Edie's school
friend Harry Coranger is suspicious of his stepfather, who
has become involved with ultra-radical anti-capitalists
who, furious at the state of the planet and its greedfuelled decline, are plotting an audacious double atrocity:
a bombing and a hijacking. When Harry bizarrely
disappears, Edie becomes embroiled in trying to find him
and, ultimately, foil the terrorists' plans. Utilising her
brave instincts and skills as a supersleuth for hire, Edie
sets about resolving and averting the mysteries and crises
that she is confronted with as she comes to realise that
things often happen outside of chance, and outside of our
understanding and control.

The first book in the series, The Five Clues, is a real-time
murder-mystery thriller and family drama, combining an
exciting race against time with a heart-rending story
about a teenager learning to live with the loss of a
beloved parent. Walking back from her mother’s grave,
13-year-old schoolgirl Edie Marble finds a note in a pocket
of the sheepskin coat that she hasn’t worn since the day,
a year earlier, when she received the awful news of her
mother’s death. The note is from her mother, who had
been looking into a corporate human rights violation and
had become fearful for her life after receiving death
threats. She trusts only Edie - because of their special
bond and Edie’s intelligence - and has laid a trail of clues
for Edie to find that will help her to shed light on the
violation and uncover the mystery around her death.
Through her wit and determination, Edie steadily gathers
evidence and negotiates the dramatic twists and turns of
the story by collaborating with her friends and family to
gradually unearth a sinister attempt by a pharmaceutical
company to conceal their illegal development of a lethal
virus.

AUD RRP: $20.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback

AUD RRP: $17.99
Due Date: Available Now
Format: Paperback

ISBN-13: 9781785835889
Discount: Trade International
Size: 129 X 198
Pages: 220

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781785835551
Discount: Trade International
Size: 198 X 129
Pages: 220
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Soul Captains
William Sparling
Valour’s idyllic life turned upside down after leaving the army. The
Afghanistan War veteran is now homeless and estranged from his wife
and daughter. His Labrador remains his sole companion on the streets
of Warrior Beach. On a December day, Valour is unexpectedly reunited
with loved ones and friends, bringing back uncomfortable
memories. What happened in Afghanistan and can the former solider
redeem himself? Sometimes the hardest battles are fought on the
home front.

LITTLE STEPS
AUD RRP: $16.95
ISBN13: 9781922678683
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
AUSTRALIAN
Format: Paperback
Pages: 200
Size: 198 X 130
Illustrations: NOT
ILLUSTRATED

Silver Unicorns and Golden Birds

FLORIS BOOKS
AUD RRP: $36.99
ISBN13: 9781782508199
Silver Unicorns and Golden Birds is a treasure trove of traditional
Due Date: November 2022
Scottish folk and fairy tales as told by Duncan Williamson, one of
Discount: TRADE
Scotland's greatest storytellers. Young readers will explore a land of
INTERNATIONAL
folklore and magic inhabited by helpful broonies, fickle fairies, golden
Format: Hardback
birds and shining unicorns in captivating tales, full of colour, humour,
Pages: 224
and life. These timeless stories have been passed down the generations Size: 216 X 138
through oral tradition and are now retold for today's children while
carefully preserving Duncan's unique storytelling voice. One of
Scotland's Travelling People, Duncan spent a lifetime journeying the
country's highways and byways, collecting stories along the way. This
beautifully presented treasury includes insight into Duncan's life and
cultural heritage alongside a curated collection of his best-loved stories
and classic tales. A selection of these stories has previously appeared in
The Coming of the Unicorn and The Flight of the Golden Bird.
Williamson Duncan

Rosalind Looked Closer

1517 MEDIA
AUD RRP: $37.99
ISBN13: 9781506470658
The story of a persistent woman whose research in molecular biology
Due Date: November 2022
changed the world. As a Jewish girl in England, Rosalind Franklin grew
Discount: TRADE
up against the backdrop of World War II. Fascinated with the natural
INTERNATIONAL
world, as well as the invisible world that she could only see through her Format: Hardback
microscope, Rosalind developed a passion for science during a time
Pages: 40
when few women were recognized for their contributions to the field.
Size: 260 X 222
Despite her father's discouragement, Rosalind studied chemistry at
Illustrations: COLOUR
Cambridge University and went on to study the molecular structure if
SECTION(S)
carbons and DNA molecules. As a scientist, she learned a new technique
called X-ray diffraction to take photos of molecular structures. With this
technique she captured an image if DNA that was unlike any other image
that had been seen before. She saw an image of a helix made up of
repeating strands of DNA. It was mesmerizing. This was what the DNA
double helix looked like up-close--one of the most important findings of
the 20th century.
Gerin Lisa

www.woodslane.com.au
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Australia's Amazing Islands

JANE GOODALL INSTITUTE
AUSTRALIA
McPherson Stewart
AUD RRP: $29.99
ISBN13: 9781908787415
The Australian mainland is surrounded by over 8,000 islands, islets, and Due Date: Available 2022
rock stacks. Each of these offers unique habitats for animals and plants, Discount: TRADE
which has driven the evolution of thousands of species that occur
AUSTRALIAN
nowhere else on Earth. Australia’s islands are also treasure troves of
Format: Hardback
diverse culture and proud heritage, with history stretching back
Pages: 160
millennia. This book takes you on a journey to explore Australia’s
Size: 285 X 240
amazing islands! With contributions from key conservationists, and
Illustrations: COLOUR
over 360 beautiful images, this book showcases Norfolk Island, Lord
THROUGHOUT
Howe Island, Macquarie Island, Kangaroo Island, Rottnest Island
(Wadjemup), Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island and K’gari (Fraser
Island). Travel from the biodiverse tropics to the icy Southern Ocean, to
discover the stories that Australia’s islands hold.

Knots for Kids
Tilton Buck
Knots for Kids delivers relevant, expertly curated content perfect for
kids. Outdoor skills expert and veteran author Buck Tilton provides
readers with accessible information on choosing the best knot for the
situation, tying different types of common knots and hitches,
selecting the best kinds of rope, and much more. With step-by-step
instructions (for both righties and lefties!) on tying the most used and
useful knots, this is the perfect book to teach children how to tie knots
like the experts.

Stan Lee

(Adult version)
9781538128435 $29.99 also available

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
AUD RRP: $30.99
ISBN13: 9781493059911
Due Date: 30/10/2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 144
Size: 235 X 190
Illustrations: COLOUR
SECTION(S)

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
Batchelor Bob
AUD RRP: $32.99
ISBN13: 9781538162057
The definitive biography of Marvel legend Stan Lee, now adapted for
Due Date: 15/10/2022
young readers. Stan Lee's extraordinary life was as epic as the
Discount: TRADE
superheroes he co-created, from the Amazing Spider-Man to the Mighty INTERNATIONAL
Avengers. His ideas and voice are at the heart of global culture, loved
Format: Paperback
by millions of superhero fans around the world. In this young adult
Pages: 224
edition of Stan Lee: The Man Behind Marvel, award-winning cultural
Size: 229 X 152
historian Bob Batchelor offers an in-depth and complete look at this
Illustrations: B&W
iconic visionary. Batchelor explores how Lee, born in the Roaring
THROUGHOUT
Twenties and growing up in the Great Depression, capitalized on
natural talent and hard work to become the editor of Marvel Comics as
a teenager. Lee went on to introduce the world to heroes that were
complex, funny, and fallible, just like their creator and just like all of us.
Featuring amazingly detailed illustrations by artist Jason Piperberg, the
young adult edition of Stan Lee also includes new details from Stan Lee's
life, like how he became a pioneer in crafting female and African
American superheroes and his crucial role in establishing one of the
world's most popular film franchises in history.

www.woodslane.com.au
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Baby Names Australia 2023

Thousands of names and in-depth advice
By Turner Eleanor
Key Sales Points:

* Now in its 11th edition, specifically adapted for the
Australian market.
* Includes over 8000 names.
* Indispensable advice on choosing the right name.
* Previous Edition ISBN: 9781925868845

Are you having trouble choosing a name for your baby? Do
your parents want to follow a family tradition? Does your
partner really like a name you absolutely hate? Or do you
just need some inspiration? Choosing a name for your
newborn can be a challenge. Family, in-laws, friends, and
countless others all want to be involved in giving your new
baby a perfect name. Naming your baby is one of the first
things you give your newborn, so its right to think long and
hard about the name that you and your partner will give
your little one.
If you’re struggling for inspiration Baby Names 2023
provides you with over 8000 names, separated into boys
and girls’ names and all listed with their meanings. So,
whether your baby is a Joel or Jamel, Helena or Heidi,
you’ll be able to find the perfect name in Baby Names
2023. As well as thousands of names to choose from Baby
Names 2023 includes the year’s most popular names,
celebrity choices and trends from 2022, plus great tips and
advice on choosing a name.
Author Bio:

Eleanor Turner is an experienced author who regularly
writes for the parenting market. She is commonly
interviewed in the press as a baby names expert. Catherine
Proctor is a freelance author, digital storyteller and editor
who has also written and co-authored several other books
for Woodslane Press, including the Australian Geographic
Camping & Outdoor Family Activity Guide.
AUD RRP: $19.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Not Illustrated

www.woodslane.com.au

ISBN-13: 9781922800121
Discount: Trade Australian
Size: 234 X 153
Pages: 336
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The Connected Family Handbook

Nurturing Kindness, Warmth and Wonder in Children
By Harvey-Zahra Lou
How can simple activities help us connect more fully with
our children and live more happily together? What types of
games will encourage children to be kind to others? How
can crafting and outdoor play build respect for the natural
world?
The Connected Family Handbook offers empowering advice
and practical activities to answer these questions and
many more. Experienced parenting coach and popular
author Lou Harvey-Zahra and successful parenting blogger
Danielle Harbison have created a unique and inspiring
book for carers of toddlers to ten-year-olds.
Each of the ten chapters tackles an important theme for
families -- Home, Kindness, Mealtimes, Move, Warmth,
Teamwork, Adventure, Nature, Wonder and Celebration -and suggests ways to nurture these qualities in children.
Every chapter is illustrated with beautiful photographs and
includes easy crafts and fun recipes to create with children,
stories, and verses to share, as well as tips on creative
discipline, positive play and establishing family rhythms
and routines.
Engage with NATURE by crafting toys from sticks, nurture
WONDER by sharing a story about toadstools and fairy folk,
encourage KINDNESS by creating a toy medical kit and
make MEALTIMES fun with frozen fruit pizza. All of Lou and
Danielle's ideas and advice come from a background of
holistic child development, and celebrate values including
eco-friendly living, connected family life, healthy and fun
food choices, and the importance of imaginative play.

Author Bio:

AUD RRP: $39.99
Due Date: November 2022
Format: Paperback
Illustration: Colour Section(S)

ISBN-13: 9781782508137
Discount: Trade International
Size: 210 X 192
Pages: 224

Lou Harvey-Zahra is an experienced parenting coach and
respected author of holistic parenting books. Lou runs
conscious parenting workshops, online parenting courses,
and presents to parents and teachers across the globe. She
is a mother to two wonderful grown-up children and
currently lives in Melbourne, Australia. Danielle Harbison is
an experienced teacher, home-school mum and successful
parenting blogger. She is the mother of four young children
and lives in Sydney, Australia.

www.woodslane.com.au
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Dealing with Stress

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD
PUBLISHERS
Cognevich Christie
AUD RRP: $51.99
ISBN13: 9781538152850
Teenagers today are dealing with stress at an unprecedented level. The Due Date: 20/07/2022
inescapable flood of difficult news and world concerns can make
Discount: TRADE
anyone-but especially young adults-feel isolated and anxious. Dealing
INTERNATIONAL
with Stress: Insights and Tips for Teenagers offers relatable anecdotes
Format: Paperback
and practical strategies to guide teenagers who are struggling with stress Pages: 168
and mental health, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic and other Size: 216 X 140
life crises. Readers will learn: What stress is and its function, how
Illustrations: B&W
and why, it can impact young adults, how to identify and manage stress THROUGHOUT
triggers, a variety of coping methods, the real-life experiences and
advice of other teenagers. Featuring sample mental health coping
strategies and free downloadable blank guides on the author's website
(christiecognevich.com), Dealing with Stress is a valuable resource,
empowering teenagers to recognize and manage the stress factors in
their lives.

Kid Confident (Book #1): How to Master Social Power in Middle School
Zucker Bonnie
Do you know what "social power" is? HINT: You experience every day,
you share it with your friends and classmates, and when it is balanced
and equal, you feel AWESOME. But when it's unequal or out of whack,
you feel All. That. Drama... right? This book gives you a real look at the
social life of middle graders and offers expert ways to deal when
unbalanced social power situations and unfriendly peers happen.
Loaded with safe and appropriate strategies and easy-to-apply advice,
you'll get just what to need to blossom and grow though an oftenturbulent time in your life. With this, you will thrive in your friendships,
figure out who you are, become the best version of yourself, and have a
rock-solid sense of confidence.

Kid Confident (Book #2): How to Master Your Mood in Middle School
Glassman Lenka
Some kids sail through their middle school years without any drama,
but most kids get stuck on a rollercoaster of up and down moods. How
is it possible to feel sad and happy at the same time? Why is everything
so embarrassing? How does one eyeroll from a friend make you
suddenly doubt everything about yourself? The truth is you are
growing into the amazing person you are meant to be, and your many
moods and emotions are helping you figure it all out. Not everyone
nerds out on mood and emotions, but this book is packed with cool brain
science and info on mental health and wellness, plus real-life stories from
kids your age, you'll learn something about yourself without even trying!
Soon you'll be an expert on YOU and will figure out what your emotions
and feelings are saying. Soon you'll staying cool and calm during tough
moments knowing that you can handle anything. And all that adds up to
feeling so much lighter and more confident about yourself and your
future.

www.woodslane.com.au

MAGINATION PRESS
AUD RRP: $32.99
ISBN13: 9781433838149
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Hardback
Pages: 224
Size: 216 X 140

MAGINATION PRESS
AUD RRP: $32.99
ISBN13: 9781433838187
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Hardback
Pages: 304
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Parenting Rewired

JESSICA KINGSLEY
PUBLISHERS
Punter Danielle
AUD RRP: $42.99
ISBN13: 9781839970726
Parenting an autistic child as a neurotypical adult can be challenging but Due Date: November 2022
it doesn't need to feel impossible! This essential guide will help you
Discount: TRADE
reshape your approaches to parenting. Packed with lived-experience
INTERNATIONAL
insight and easy-to-follow advice this transformative guide will change Format: Paperback
how you view the behaviour of your autistic child and challenge you to Pages: 224
rewire your thinking to see the world through the autistic lens. This
Size: 229 X 152
guide challenges the common misunderstandings surrounding autistic
behaviour, such as emotional dysregulation in public settings or
meltdowns at mealtimes. Parents and carers will be given a deeper
understanding of why your child behaves the way they do and how a
change in your parenting approach is key to relax and resolve difficult
situations. This book gives you all the tools you need to not only parent
your autistic child, but also to understand them.

Ordinary Blessings for Parents

1517 MEDIA
AUD RRP: $35.99
ISBN13: 9781506481517
Those of us who care for children--biological moms and dads, adoptive Due Date: November 2022
parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles, godparents, foster parents, big Discount: TRADE
siblings, chosen family, and all the rest of us--know how hard and heroic INTERNATIONAL
caring for young people can be. But when we're caught up in the day-to- Format: Hardback
day challenges of raising children, from teething to teen relationships,
Pages: 180
we can easily miss the sanctity of these moments. Gifted poet,
Size: 187 X 117
empathetic pastor, and mom of three Meta Herrick Carlson names the
moments we take for granted or that make us second-guess ourselves.
Her blessings call out the simple struggles that remind us we are in good
company and that we are loved during loving children. Ordinary Blessings
for Parents is a spiritual high-five for parents in every stage of raising kids.
The book includes blessings for washing bottles, for belly laughs, for the
death of a beloved adult, and for the legacy we want to pass on.
Carlson Meta Herrick

Straight Talk about ADHD in Girls
Hinshaw Stephen P.
Parenting a daughter with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) is no easy path—especially because of the myth that the
disorder is rare to non-existent in girls. Pioneering researcher Stephen
P. Hinshaw provides parents of preschool through high school age girls
with vital information and advice in this empathic, empowering guide.
Dr. Hinshaw delivers up-to-date facts on what ADHD is, why symptoms
often appear differently in girls than in boys, why girls with ADHD
behave the way they do, how to get an accurate diagnosis, and what
treatments are most effective. There is so much pressure on girls to be
“perfect;” for those with ADHD, it feels especially hard to measure up.
Parents learn concrete steps they can take to support their daughter's
success in school and beyond—while nurturing her confidence and selfworth.

www.woodslane.com.au

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS
AUD RRP: $41.99
ISBN13: 9781462547517
Due Date: November 2022
Discount: TRADE
INTERNATIONAL
Format: Paperback
Pages: 258
Size: 229 X 152
Illustrations: NOT
ILLUSTRATED
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